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How to get to the Hotel Wellenberg

From the Airport
By car (about 15-20 minutes)

Follow the green signs in direction of “Zürich City”.
The highway will pass through two tunnels before entering town. When you reach the end of the second tunnel take the middle lane, 
which turns left. This line will take you through two traffic lights, along a river and to the square „Central“ (stop of trams and buses). Stay 
in the middle lane which loops around the „Central“ square. Turn right into the street called „Seilergraben“, which will take you uphill. Take 
a right at the first traffic light and at the next possible turn left into the open parking area called „Predigerplatz“. It might be that the barrier 
is down (at night), in that case introduce yourself to the guard as a guest of our hotel. Drive straight through the parking. On the opposite 
side turn right into the street called “Brunngasse”. The hotel is located at the end of the street on the left side. 

By taxi / shuttle bus (about 30-45 minutes)

The city is at about 6 miles (10 km) distance from the airport.
A taxi transfer costs between CHF 50 and 60.
As an alternative we recommend you the official shuttle bus, called „SLS Limousinen“. It is stationed with all the other hotel shuttles bet-
ween the arrival 1 and 2. The departure times are every hour at 00 and 30, starting at 06.30am and leaving for the last time at 11.30pm. 
The cost is CHF 25 for one person, CHF 30 for two, CHF 35 for three and as from 4 persons CHF 10 per person. Children up to 5-years-
old travel for free, 6 to 15-year-olds are CHF 5 per child and teens as from 16-years-old pay the full fair. Please note that as the shuttle 
bus might have to drop off other guests at other hotels, the ride might take up to 45 minutes.

By train (about 10-15 minutes)

The trains leave very conveniently right below the 
arrival terminals for Zurich main train station („Zürich 
HB“) about every 10 minutes.

From the main train station (Zürich HB)
By foot (about 10 minutes)

Leave the train station through the back entrance 
at the end of the big hall, direction „Bahnhofquai“, 
Tram 4. Cross the big bridge over the river, past
the grocery store „Coop“. At the end of the bridge 
turn right and follow the river. After passing the first 
cross walk you will find yourself next to the tram 
stop called „Rudolf-Brun-Brücke“. After another 
140 yards (150 meters) turn left into the alley „Ro-
sengasse“. It leads a little bit uphill to the square 
„Hirschenplatz“ on which the Hotel Wellenberg is 
located on the right side.

By taxi (about 10 minutes)

The distance between the train station and the Hotel 
is a short distance and costs about CHF 20.

By tram (streetcar) (about 10 minutes)

Leave the train station through the back entrance at 
the end of the big hall direction „Bahnhofquai“, Tram 
4. Take tram number 4, direction
„Tiefenbrunnen“. Get off at the second stop „Ru-
dolf-Brun-Brücke“. Walk in the direction of the tram 
about 140 yards (150 meters). Turn left into the
alley “Rosengasse”. It leads a little bit uphill to the 
square „Hirschenplatz“ on which the Hotel Wellen-
berg is located on the right side.
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